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RANCHO SILOE | a missionary training school
“Rancho Siloe’,” as called by the missionaries of New Tribes Mission-Mexico, is a
missionary training school named for its place, Siloe’: a 19 acre piece of ranch land
North of Chihuahua City, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Still in its infancy with only 15 students, the current school is a composition of need
based additions created over the time of its existence. Its future student population and
rate of growth are unknown.
As a non-profit Christian mission organization, NTM-Mexico relies on donations and
voluntary labor to sustain Rancho Siloe’s construction. Some of these volunteers bring
with them professional experience, while others are often young and simply desire to
assist the mission doing simple tasks.
Material availability in the area is constantly changing. Chihuahua’s proximity to a U.S.
border makes importation of select materials an option, but often the cost at customs
makes the option unfeasible.
Because of these numerous and unpredictable aspects that define Rancho Siloe’,
this design problem explores an additive technique to development using a bottom-up
approach, favoring the design of a growth process to the facility’s overall form and
extent.
In his book, Distant Neighbors: A Portrait of the Mexicans, Alan Riding writes that
in Mexico, “[t]he future is viewed with fatalism, and as a result, the idea of planning
seems unnatural.” Prepared and even expecting the worst, a Mexican exists with a
seemingly inherent ability to improvise.
Similarly, survival as a missionary demands this same ability. Planning life in an
unfamiliar culture is unpredictable simply because the culture is foreign. Christian
missionaries must improvise when the unexpected happens.
There is one primary difference that separates the two. Fatalists believe the future
can’t be stopped. Christians believe that God is in control of the future.
Rancho Siloe’ releases the need for master-planned control to a series of local rules,
establishing the conditions within which structures are to be created. These “field
conditions,” as Stan Allen refers to them in his book Points + Lines, allow chance and
contingency the opportunity to inform the uniqueness of each building. Improvisation
will find possibility where unexpected adjacencies, orientations, and programmatic
shifts can result from the combination of repetitive and regular elements. Then, the very
nature of Rancho Siloe’ will facilitate incremental growth, imploring a developmental
process that is inherently expandable.

Student dormitory housing under
construction during the rainy
season at Rancho Siloe’.
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RESEARCH and ANALYSIS | ntm mexico

Chihuahua City, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Home of NTM-Mexico headquarters.



New Tribes Missions is a global christian organization whose desire is to make

NTM Believes...

disciples of all nations. Motivated by the love of Christ, and empowered by the Holy
Spirit, NTM exists to assist the ministry of the local church through the mobilizing,
equipping, and coordinating of missionaries to evangelize unreached people groups,
translate the Scriptures, and see indigenous New Testament churches established
that truly glorify God.

In the word-by-word inspiration and divine authority of the Holy Scriptures.
In one God, eternally existing in three persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
In the Lord Jesus Christ as true God and true man; His virgin birth, spotless humanity, vicarious death, bodily resurrection, present advocacy; and His personal, imminent, bodily, visible, pretribulation and premillennial return for His Church.

Purpose of NTM

NTM helps local churches plant tribal churches.

In the fall of man, resulting in his complete and universal separation from God, and
his need of salvation.

We mobilize, equip and coordinate missionaries, who come from and are sent out by
local churches. Working through NTM, these missionaries evangelize people groups
who have had no access to the Gospel, translate the Scriptures into their language,
and plant a church.

That the Lord Jesus Christ died and shed His blood as a sacrifice for the sins of the
whole world.

NTM’s chairman, Oli Jacobsen, refers to this as “a beautiful cycle.” Once that church
is established, it is a local church that NTM can partner with in taking the Gospel to
others who have yet to hear.

That salvation is a free and everlasting gift of God, entirely apart from works; that
every person is responsible to receive salvation by personal faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ; that a soul once saved can never be lost.

Values of NTM

That the Holy Spirit regenerates with divine life and personally indwells the believer
upon his faith in Christ for salvation.

1. The Word of God as Our Final Authority
2. Dependence on God Evidenced by Prayer and Living by Faith
3. Willingness to Sacrifice for Christ
4. A Spirit Controlled Life
5. Godly Relationships and Interdependence in Ministry
6. A Sense of Urgency in Ministry
7. Effective Communication in Evangelism and Church Planting
Committed to:
a. Understanding culture and learning language
b. Communicating the Gospel clearly to the unsaved
c. Teaching believers the Word of God
8. The Certainty that God Desires to Use Any Life
9. Excellence in What We Do

In the bodily resurrection of both the saved and the unsaved.
In the unending life of the saved with the Lord, and the unending punishment of the
unsaved.
In the responsibility of each believer, motivated by the love of Christ and empowered
by the Holy Spirit, to witness for Christ and to live sacrificially for the proclamation
of the Gospel into all the world.
In believer’s baptism by immersion.
10

NTM | MEXICO
A tribal area located in the
mountains of Mexico reached
by New Tribes Missions

Ministry Start Date: Aug 1, 1975
Tribes NTM is Working in: 8
Churches Planted: 1
Tribal Believers: 100
Translations Completed: 0
Translations In Progress: 4
Unreached Tribes: 40
Assigned Missionaries: 122
At the present NTM Mexico is
working in the following tribes:
Western
Tarahumara
population of 9,000.

|

Central Tarahumara | population
40,000. There are no missionaries
living in Tarahumara villages at
present, but they make itinerant
visits to disciple the leadership
of the small congregation
of believers and work on
translation.
Tepehuan | population 8,000.
There is also a small congregation
of believers meeting regularly in
this area.
Pima | population 1,200.
There have been a number of
professions of faith among the
Pima, but a church has not be
established.
Guarijio | population 750. There
is a handful of believers in this
area, and more are joining the
ranks regularly.
Triqui | population 15,000.
11

“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I will
be with you always, to the very end of the age.”
Matthew 28:18-20 (NIV)
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What is a New Tribes missionary?
A New Tribes missionary is an ambassador of
Christ who has been sent to a foreign place
by a local church to carry out the specific
task charged to all Christians; Christ’s Great
Commission.
Missionary life in a foreign land comes with
great sacrifice. For such a missionary, “go”
means leaving behind that which is familiar,
or comfortable and routine, for a place and
a culture far different than their own; a place
where uncertainty seems to rule.
Financial control in a good job is relinquished
to the hands of supporters and their donations.
In a tribal area, this commitment to missions
could mean opporating without the social
support of friends close by who share their
circumstance. For these, not only is a cold
shower cold, but it becomes a reminder of a
life more comfortable -- a life of ammenities
they left behind.
So, why do they all smile? They smile because
amidst lives of uncertainties, unfortunates,
uncomfortables and unknowns; wherever they
find themselves, there exist a God much bigger
than they who is the orchistrator of all things.
They smile because of their opportunity, for
they bring the gospels message of hope to
ears who have never heard of God’s saving
grace.

Various missionaries of NTM’s Mexico Field

13

Tribal peoples of Mexico.
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“…our mission is steadfast: to reach new tribes,
people groups who have never had a single
opportunity to hear the Good News. Of the earth’s
7,000 ethnic groups, 3,000 are still unreached. Our
vision is for every tribe to have the opportunity to
hear and respond to the Gospel.”
-Oli Jacobsen | Chairman
NTM Executive Committee

New Tribes Missions exists for the

millions of tribal men, women and children
who are still isolated from the Gospel.
Someone must go tell them about God’s gift
of salvation. Someone needs to live among
them, love them with Jesus’ love, learn their
culture and language, and then teach the
people in their own language about the
Savior.
NTM coordinates missionaries, sent by
local churches, to take the Gospel to tribal
people. Missionaries then plant churches.
They disciple believers, translate the
Scriptures, and train teachers and leaders,
who in turn reach out to their own people
and to neighboring tribes.
Currently NTM is working in the United
States, Canada, Mexico, Panama,
Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia,
Paraguay, Senegal, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Mozambique, United Kingdom, Mongolia,
Korea, Philippines, Cambodia, Thailand,
Australia, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea.
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RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS | site: siloe’

Approach to the Site
of Rancho Siloe’

17

CHIHUAHUA STATE, MEXICO
Chihuahua is Mexico’s largest
state, extending over 247,084
square kilometers. To the north it
borders the U.S.; to the west, the
state of Sonora; to the southwest,
the state of Sinaloa; to the south,
the state of Durango, and to the
east, the state of Coahuila.
Its name is derived from the
Náhuatl language, meaning “Dry
and sandy place.” Home to the
great Chihuahuan desert, the state
also includes harsh mountainous
and forested regions. Not only is
it the largest state in Mexico, but
it also has more forests than any
other state in Mexico as well.
Sharing a border with the US,
Chihuahua exhibits a strong
American influence typical of
Northern states. Chihuahua’s
population is predominantly
Mestizo, but it also has one of
the largest proportions of white
population of any state. Though its
capital is Chihuahua City, a major
crossroads and economic center
of North Mexico, its largest city is
Juarez, a border city adjacent to
El Paso, TX.

map courtesy of www.maps-of-mexico.com
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map courtesy of http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/mexico.html
19

Average Annual Temperature
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CLIMATE: Steppe.
A climate condition of high
contrasts usually found in the
middle of continents and in the
middle of high mountains. The
mountains block moist air from
oceans or tropical climates from
reaching the steppe.
There is not enough precipitation
for trees to grow except by rivers.
The plants have adapted to these
drought conditions by being
small and growing extensive root
systems.
Animals have adapted by
burrowing into the ground to
stay cool or warm, and to find
protection on the open plains of
the steppe.
The difference between steppes
and deserts are determined by
the mean annual temperatures
and precipitation. With a little less
rain the steppe could easily turn
into a desert. More rain, and it
would be classified a prairie.
The city of Chihuahua receives
between 10 and 15 inches of rain
per year.

maps courtesy of http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/mexico.html
21

SITE
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Three Defining Elements
Mexico’s architecture is marked
by three elements: the courtyard,
the wall, and an unihibited use
of color.
Fortified is a word that best
describes most residences in
the city of Chihuahua. From
razor wire to broken glass,
sharp edges line the top of
walls that surround each home.
Windows are covered with bars.
In Mexico, security is a major
issue, especially in densely
populated areas. Thus, walls
serve to eliminate gray areas
by becoming a physical barrier
that serves as a definite site
of transition from outside to
inside.
Though rural life differs some
from the urban norms, the wall
still exists as a major element.
However, rather than a sharp
high wall that communicates
fortification as seen here, it
exists as a symbol of property
ownership. For with much
larger properties, building high
walls of great length is simply
unaffordable.
Rationing water because of
shortages in the area creates
the need for each home to have
a tank called a “tinaco” on the
roof of their home to store water.
These can be seen here littering
the roof lines along with swamp
coolers. The city rotates their
service of water throughout the
day to different parts of the city.
23

SOLAR DATA | Rancho Siloe’, CHIHUAHUA, MEXICO: N 28d 50m 38s W 106d 11m 7s

Jan 01
12:00:00 - 38.17,177.53
12:08:11 - 38.21,180.00
Sunrise: 06:58
- 0.00,115.95
Sunset : 17:19
- 0.00,244.09

Mar 21 (Midrise)
12:11:60 - 61.57,180.00
Sunrise: 06:07
- 0.00, 89.58
Sunset : 18:17
- 0.00,271.84

June 01
12:00:00 - 83.24,174.89
12:02:31 - 83.27,180.00
Sunrise: 05:07
- 0.00, 64.11
Sunset : 18:59
- 0.00,296.04

Aug 01
12:00:00 - 78.77,166.36
12:11:05 - 79.06,180.00
Sunrise: 05:26
- 0.00, 68.89
Sunset : 18:56
- 0.00,290.96

Nov 01
12:00:00 - 46.51,184.12
11:48:18 - 46.60,180.00
Sunrise: 06:17
- 0.00,106.11
Sunset : 17:19
- 0.00,253.68

Feb 01
12:00:00 - 43.98,173.88
12:18:19 - 44.20,180.00
Sunrise: 06:53
- 0.00,109.03
Sunset : 17:44
- 0.00,251.10

Apr 01
12:00:00 - 65.78,174.80
12:08:41 - 65.87,180.00
Sunrise: 05:55
- 0.00, 84.31
Sunset : 18:23
- 0.00,275.96

June 21 (Longest Day)
12:00:00 - 84.40,164.41
12:06:26 - 84.59,180.00
Sunrise: 05:07
- 0.00, 62.47
Sunset : 19:06
- 0.00,297.50

Sept 01
12:00:00 - 69.25,176.72
12:04:51 - 69.28,180.00
Sunrise: 05:43
- 0.00, 80.18
Sunset : 18:26
- 0.00,279.60

Dec 01
12:00:00 - 39.28,181.84
11:53:40 - 39.30,180.00
Sunrise: 06:41
- 0.00,114.67
Sunset : 17:07
- 0.00,245.30

Mar 01
12:00:00 - 53.51,172.87
12:17:09 - 53.75,180.00
Sunrise: 06:30
- 0.00, 98.12
Sunset : 18:05
- 0.00,262.14

May 01
12:00:00 - 76.36,178.14
12:01:52 - 76.36,180.00
Sunrise: 05:24
- 0.00, 72.23
Sunset : 18:40
- 0.00,287.95

Jul 01
12:00:00 - 83.92,160.93
12:08:32 - 84.23,180.00
Sunrise: 05:10
- 0.00, 62.87
Sunset : 19:07
- 0.00,297.05

Oct 01
12:00:00 - 57.78,182.63
11:54:31 - 57.81,180.00
Sunrise: 05:58
- 0.00, 93.28
Sunset : 17:50
- 0.00,266.46

Dec 21 (Shortest Day)
12:00:00 - 37.73,179.14
12:02:41 - 37.73,180.00
Sunrise: 06:54
- 0.00,116.51
Sunset : 17:12
- 0.00,243.49
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December

rancho siloe’
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August

rancho siloe’

SITE CONDITIONS
Siloe’s sparse surroundings make
its 19 acres a unique architectural
site. Aside from climatic
conditions and orientation, there
is little to inform what is placed
on the site.
Its mild terrain allows vehicular
traffic free reign all across its
surface.
Lying in an area bottle-necked
between two sets of mountains, it
shares the space with a highway
and railway that leads North to
the US.
As seen in the photograph,
Chihuahua City lies to the
South.
Due to its unique surroundings,
this site can be conceptually
treated as a black page,
assuming that the beginnings of
a development on the site could
potentially begin at any point.

Looking South toward Chihuahua City

Nearly everywhere on the
site, views are dominated by
a mountainous background.
Foreground and middleground
content lack anything substantial
to draw ones attention.
Access roads border the site on
its South and East sides.
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RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS | program
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LABORERS of RANCHO SILOE
The structures of Siloe’ are created
at the hands of volunteer laborers.
While sometimes these hands come
with much experience and skill, they
also at times come unskilled and
green to building.
While Siloe’ could potentially use
its student body to build itself, it
requires volunteer work teams in its
early stages when student population
numbers are still small.
In any case, methods of building
must be understandable, and
perhaps, repetitive in nature so that
those unskilled can quickly learn
task that they can then carry out with
relative ease.
Because labor is volunteer, labor
intensive methods such as earth bag
or rammed earth constructions are
possibilities.

Volunteer work teams.
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Steel trusses being welded
by volunteers for a new dormitory
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The current site consists of ten buildings containing a program typical to most small
educational institutions. Constructed of concrete block and steel, the structures exhibit
a passive solar approach to utilize the heat from Mexico’s sun during the colder months.
Beginning in the sites Northwest corner, development of Rancho Siloe’ has gradually
grown along waterlines toward its only source of water in the South-central area of the
site. In the beginning stages of the design process it became necessary to determine
how a designer might deal with the current building units. Without any strong reason
to begin development in the Northwest corner, I became increasingly intrigued by the
apparent randomness of decision-making with respect to site-planning. The current
arrangement is a very practical approach, and a direct representation of infrastructural
choices. Thus, I decided to approach design assuming a cleared site condition, keeping
only the location of the well and peripheral power source. The project then became
an exploration of how one might go about establishing a development in a site that
encourages seemingly arbitrary planning choices.
36

EXISTING SITE | Program
1. Maintenance and Storage
2. Rancho Siloe’ Administration
3. Classroom Facility
4. Living Units
5. Water Source/Storage
6. Power Source
7. Recreation - Soccer Pitch
8. Public Gathering Space

37

Still in its infancy, the number of students attending the school at Siloe’ is
unpredictable from year to year. With an unknown rate of growth, master planning
a large complex is impossible. Even available funding is difficult to predict because
it is supplied through donations. Thus, Siloe’ must grow only large enough to
accommodate its students, spatially adapting to minimize wasted space and
resources. The chart seen on this page is a programmatic breakdown of spaces

needed by the school on a per student basis. Each horizontal increment represents
one student. As the school grows, the chart is meant to be reworked and rearranged
to accomodate circumstances unique to each year. It becomes a way for NTM to
examine and program spaces necessary to their student population fluctuations. In
this particular example, while the student population is small the Bunckhouse meant
for visitors adjusts to become temporary dormitory space.
38

		

QTY

SPACE		

QTY

SF

Student Dormitory 1					
			
Kitchen/Dining
2
150
			
Living/Study
2
200
			
Bedroom		
4
200
				
SubTotal SF/Unit:		
				
(x1.3) Total SF/Unit:
Staff House
1					
			
Kitchen/Dining
1
150
			
Living/Study
1
200
Office
1
100
			
Bedroom		
2
150
			
Watercloset
2
60
			
Guestroom
1
150
					
Total SF:		
					
(x1.45) Total SF:
Bunkhouse
1					
			
M Bunkroom
1
350
			
F Bunkroom
1
350
			
M Washroom
1
150
			
F Washroom
1
150
			
Bedroom		
2
150
			
Watercloset
2
75
			
Gathering
1
250
			
Kitchen/Dining
1
200
					
Total SF:		
					
(x1.3) Total SF:
Schoolhouse
1					
			
Classroom
2
400
Office
4
100
			
Watercloset
2
150
					
Total SF:		
					
(x1.3) Total SF:
Outhouse		
1					
			
Mens		
1
500
			
Womens		
1
500
			
Laundry		
1
400
					
Total SF:		
				
(x1.15) Total SF:		
Shop		
1					
			
Garage		
2
200
			
Work Area
1
300
			
Storage		
1
1000
					
Total SF: 1700
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QTYxSF
300
400
800
1500
1950

20%
27%
53%
100%

150
200
100
300
120
150
1020
1479

15%
20%
10%
29%
12%
15%
100%

350
350
150
150
300
150
250
200
1900
2470

18%
18%
8%
8%
16%
8%
13%
11%
100%

800
400
300
1500
1950

53%
27%
20%
100%

500
500
400
1400
1610

36%
36%
29%
100%

400
300
1000
100%

24%
18%
59%
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CONCEPTUAL THOUGHTS | three schemes
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SCHEME A
My first approach examined a typical
planning strategy using a modular
master planning system intended to
create a complex of buildings laid out
on a rigid geometric framework utilizing
surveillance as a means of security.
Dormitory spaces were conceptualized
as introverted spaces, centered around
courtyards and a vertical connection
with the sky.
All other supporting spaces, ie faculty
housing, classroom facilities, etc...,
were more extroverted and horizontal
spaces set up to frame and engage
the large and more public community
spaces in between them.
Governed by an over arching geometry,
the system seemed to always desire
a degree of geometric completion,
never satisfied by partial development.
It also lacked a freedom to inject
creative impulses into form, for once
modular units are designed, they desire
consistency.
However, something modular and
repetitive can streamline a construction
process and save money. Thus, this
aspect of buildability became a desirable
trait to be had in the final design.
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SCHEME B
A second approach began to focus
on modularity while ignoring an over
arching geometry.
In an effort to address security in a more
direct manor, the form was imagined
as a box with two large openings. One
horizontal serving as a shaded entrance
space, and the other vertical, acting as
a private courtyard.
Each unit was made to depend upon
the unit next to it for the complete
enclosure of shaded outdoor space
and to generate a shared space
where students could bump into their
neighbors.
Together, it was thought that these unit
might begin to act as a wall in and of
themselves, somehow controlling a
larger exterior space.
With respect to the sites mountainous
backdrop, this scheme birthed the
notion that these foreground building
forms should act either against or in
unison with the surrounding terrain.
Note that this scheme also carried
over a desire for each unit to be both
horizontal and vertical in their spatial
configuration.

43

SCHEME C
The third scheme generated began by
imagining a layout determined by a grid.
This was assuming a grid to be a practical and efficient means of planning and
building infrastructure. However, the
growth of development could move in
any direction.
Then, a deformation was added to the
grid, maintaining its economy, but distorting each building into a unique form.
Unique perhaps, but a form generated
by a kit of parts capable of creating all
buildings alike.
Lastly, courtyards were added for their
climatic and cultural benefits. These
maintained rigid square boundaries
referencing a once perfect grid and
creating a footprint reminiscent of Precolombian huts.

44

After developing these three schemes, I began to compile their thoughts into a final
approach for the remainder of the project. Thinking about the arbitrary choices one
is faced with when planning at Siloe’, Scheme C showed great potential with an
idea of a system that could potentially begin anywhere, and grow in any direction. If
one could set up guidelines or rules to control the projects growth, the development
could take on a kind of organic growth; structured by a series of rules, yet apparently
random in physical nature.
I began to think about the project as an expression of a missionary to a Mexican
culture. A missionary is an instrument of God’s will, going where he leads them. It
was then conceived that while the development wandered around the site, unwanted
adjacencies might occur, encouraging builders to improvise. It would be in these improvisations and adjustment to local conditions that each unit would become unique,
as a missionaries character is shaped by their experiences in the field.

45
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FINAL EXPLORATION | an algorithmic process
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SITE | Definition

1. Choose any field
of points. If prior
sites exist, use only
3 new points that fall
outside of the growing
development’s buffer.

2. Select a point
within the feild. If prior
sites exist, choose the
point closest to the
last generated site.
Should no qualified
points remain, revert
to previous site(s)
moving in reverse until
a point neighboring
the
developement
meets qualifications for
growth.

3. Construct a bisector
between the selected
point
and
each
surrounding point.

4. The resulting site, a
voronoi cell, is defined
by each bisector and
their corresponding
intersections. If the
new site causes a
‘Buried’ or ‘Trapped’
condition, revert to step
two and select next
closest point.

5. Construct buffer for
next cycle using circles
whose centers lie on one
of the sites corners and
whose radii extend to the
sites central point.

6. Move to closest
surrounding point and
repeat steps 1-5.

VORONOI CELL: The Voronoi Cell has the property that, for each
node, every point in the region around that node is closer to that
node than to any of the other nodes. Thus, each site created will
allso have a point of interest.

48
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By the physical act of casting stones to create each new
site, the development takes on a kind of ritualistic nature,
encouraging the inclusion of the student body as active
participants in directing the random growth of Siloe’. This
ritual and physical human act becomes a celebration in
hope of what is to come.
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At the completion of the first semester, I
had explored 3 possible growth scenarios
to try to learn and understand the system
put in place for developmental growth.
It is hard to say how large and how fast
the missionary training school will grow.
However, one can be fairly certain that
building out the entire site might never
happen.
Thus, when examining the overall
formal quality of the created complex,
one must imagine that Siloe’ is not fully
built out and that future sites are yet to
be determined, unlike the way I have
portrayed them in the images at left.
I found myself always focusing on a
fully built out site, simply because that
was the best way to understand the
characteristics of the system. However,
when presenting the project this way,
the images themselves seem to suggest
a kind of preconceived master plan of
cells, rather that the algorithmic process
I desired it to be.
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10 yrs?

5 yrs

COMPOSITE SITE PLAN

DEVELOPMENT PATH

SITE TILES

OPEN SPACE
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20 yrs?
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BUILDING FORM
There were two distinct routes I could have pursued with respect to building form. One
option was a matte development similar to the image at left. While the notion of this
project becoming one every growing building was appealing, I preferred to think about
each building as a separate, and perhaps sculptural object. Similar to Pre-colombian
cities, the arrangement of these objects on the landscape create uniquely framed outdoor
spaces. Spaces where light and shadow begin to work across the ground plane. Also,
treating each unit as a separate form preserved long distant views across the site.
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BUILDING FORM | continued
For every set of points there exists both
a voronoi construction and a triangulation
construction. Each unit is thought to have
been birthed from the site, with an earthen
exterior wall, as if one pulled up on any
particular point. The surrounding nodes
then become control points by which one
could make minor adjustments to a units
form.
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BUILDING MATERIALS
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ESTABLISHING A FOOTPRINT
1. Voronoi Tile
2. Cut: The amount of soil cut around
the periphery of the tile is equal to the
amount of soil needed to construct
each exterior wall.
3. Fill: Wall are made of Earth bag or
Stabilized Earth Brick construction.
4. Truss system covered with insulated
corrugated steel panels manufactured
in Mexico. Trusses are custom built on
site from a modifiable pattern.
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The above two study models look at a roof form where each ridge line corresponds to
the site corners. From an eye level view, the elevations of these forms lack anything
interesting, and their sheer size makes their surrounding walls extremely unwelcoming
and difficult to deal with architecturally.

More freedom was given to these models allowing the roof line to operate freely from
the site boundary. This brought a much more interesting “kink” into the top edge of each
facade. However, in each case on this page, construction of unique pyramidal forms is
quite complex.
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The above forms sought to minimize roof complexity by separating the roof into a
single ridge line, supporting the roofing with a patterned truss system that can be easily
modified on site.

Rather than a single point being pulled upward toward the sky, these imagined that point
to be a line either representing a cardinal direction taking advantage of orientation, or
the direction of the growth toward the next generated site.
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COURTYARD | a climatic benefit
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COURTYARD | a structural solution
The insertion of a courtyard parallel to exterior walls made simple spans
possible. Eliminating a complex roof system saves on both time and cost
of construction as well as eliminates complex drawings for unexperienced builders of the system.
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UNIT CREATION

Site is defined. Casting stones creates a
set of points by which one can construct
a voronoi tile.

A buildable area is determined that is
equivalent to 25% of the site.

A buildable volume is imagined as an
extrusion of the buildable area.

A courtyard is inserted for both climatic
and structural reasons.

The inserted courtyard is opened and
orientated to a selected direction.
NOTE: This was later removed from the
final design.

A topography created by the triangulation
of the points on site serves as a cutting
plane to establish a roof plane.

Buildable volumes are truncated and
roof forms are established.

Completed form.
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ROOF PLANE
As the design of units progressed, and
they began to clarify themselves into
more elemental parts such as courtyard, wall, ground plane, I began to
imagine the roof plane and a continuous
surface hovering above the earth. This
acted as a three-dimensional terrain by
which one could slice down and modify
the rooftops of each unit.
A choice was made to invert the terrain
so that each unit sloped in toward the
courtyard capturing rain water that could
be use for irrigation of greenspaces.
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ROOF SYSTEM | simplified
The roof system was further simplified to control the sizes of interior spaces. Setting the
courtyard wall height at 7’, a builder could
pull up at each corner until the interior space
reached a desired height. These higher spaces collect and vent hot air.
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WALL
The earthen wall that surrounds each unit is
pressed within the boundary of the building
form to create a connection between exterior
space and interior court that can be controlled
by a single gate. Also, an imaginary datum
governing apertures in the wall is set at 8’ to
create a visual effect of a band wrapping each
unit.
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Building forms acting against
the surrounding mountains.
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PLANNING
Although master planning is handed
over to a series of local rules, there
is still a practical need to plan for the
near future, perhaps four units at a
time.
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Power is a necessity. Thus, the distribuition
of power must work with an algorithmic approach. Unlike water lines, since power can
be carried over areal lines it can traverse the
site nearly anywhere. A square grid is defined by the same characteristics that define
a cluster of voronoi cells. However, they express a perfect geometry. For Siloe’, I have
let the power poles on site act as an orientation tool, aligning them North to South, East
to West, creating a field of points that is a
perfect representation of the apparently random voronoi geometry happening on site.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION
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TRANSPORTATION and WAYFINDING

Upon construction, each site is given a transportation set back. This defines a space reserved
for future use as a road. Because the site allows one to drive anywhere, roads are created from
necessity and disappear and reappear depending on amount of use. As Siloe’ grows across the
site, roadways move to accommodate its layout.
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WATER DISTRIBUTION
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Water is distributed much like in Chihuahua City,
through a hierarchitcal branching system. As the
developement grows, more water towers are added.
The well cycles through each tower topping each
one off. Each building supporting a water tower also
serves as a bathhouse, consolidating major plumbing
to select areas.
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GROUPING parameter

As seen below, interstitial space of early
explorations lacked any kind of hierarchy.
By introducing a grouping parameter
dictating a movement of each new unit, a

hierarchy of space is achieved. It states
that any unit not adjacent to a surrounding
unit moves as far as it can in any one
direction. The next unit, acts in a mirrored
fashion, drawing close to or far from the
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last. The movements of all surrounding
units are averaged to dictate the movement
of any new unit. (seen above)

Because it would be much to
expensive to built a wall or fence
around the entire 19 acre site, all
units adjacent to the site’s edge,
including corner units, ignore
movement parameters seen
on the facing page and align
to create a visible boundary for
the complex. Though there isn’t
a fence, the alignment of these
walls could be read from the
road.
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PLANS
1. Staff House
2. Classroom
3. Student Dormitory
4. Guest House
5. Shop

Area of focus
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Considering each building to act as a single giant wall, the
courtyard interiors are kept free of overhangs to keep their
forms clean and direct. They utilize mechanical shading devices that can adjust to changing weather conditions.
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When adjacencies allow it, or perhaps call for it, improvisations
such as this community space can be injected into the system.
Builders have free reign over these interventions.
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RANCHO SILOE’ | in hindsight
Dear Reader,
It is easy to think that the completion of an architectural project results in the rendering of
a building form. Such was my tendency in the last few pages of this book, as if in some
way I was trying desperately to convince you, or myself, that the algorithmic planning
system I created has some kind of merit.
Assuming final renderings to be the completion of this project was, and is, a mistake. For
if one walks away from this believing that to be true, like I, they have missed the focus of
Ranch Siloe’ all together.
Rancho Siloe’ as a project was about creating an algorithmic process. The unknowns
and unpredictabilities that surround the project are its challenges. In my attempt to resolve them, I placed numbers, dimensions, and quantities on things in an effort to control
them.
Ironically, this project is about the release of control. Rather than dictating dimensions
and ratios etc., its about learning to understand the communication of building ideas with
a lesser degree of specificity, understanding the reach of ones role, and surrendering
formal control to Siloe’s builders allowing them some creative license within the system.
As a designer of such a project, your creativity is exhibited in the genius of your process
and your mastery in understanding the fundamentals controlling it. While I have benefited
greatly from the exploration of this project, I fear that I have dropped it.
I thought my project was coming to completion, I realize now that it has only just begun.
I hope you enjoyed it as much as I.
Jeff H. Davis
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For my wife and family, whose support for me is unmatched.
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